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Abstract This paper examines inter-method reliability
and validity of daily self-reports by smartphone application
compared to 14-day recall web-surveys repeated over
6 weeks with people living with HIV (PLH). A participatory sensing framework guided participant-centered design
prioritizing external validity of methods for potential
applications in both research and self-management interventions. Inter-method reliability correlations were consistent with prior research for physical and mental health
quality-of-life (r = 0.26–0.61), antiretroviral adherence
(r = 0.70–0.73), and substance use (r = 0.65–0.92) but not
for detailed sexual encounter surveys (r = 0.15–0.61).
Concordant and discordant pairwise comparisons show
potential trends in reporting biases, for example, lower
recall reports of unprotected sex or alcohol use, and
rounding up errors for frequent events. Event-based
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reporting likely compensated for modest response rates to
daily time-based prompts, particularly for sexual and drug
use behaviors that may not occur daily. Recommendations
are discussed for future continuous assessment designs and
analyses.
Keywords Self-monitoring  mHealth  Reliability 
Validity  HIV/AIDS

Introduction
Mobile phones are increasingly being advocated for innovation in psychosocial and behavioral health research and
interventions as part of a broader ‘‘mHealth’’ agenda [1, 2].
While there is a noted lack of an evidence-base for
mHealth methods [1, 2], mHealth is moving forward rapidly in research and commercial applications. Mobile
phones are enabling the rapid and inexpensive deployment
of previously un-scalable methods for daily and in-themoment assessments of states, behaviors, and experiences,
such as ecological momentary assessment (EMA) and daily
diaries [3–6]. These methods enable examination of daily
variations in events, behaviors, states, and their co-variation, examination of individual variation including in
treatment responses, more refined causal inferences [3–6]
and potentially delivery of personalized and in-the-moment
interventions [7].
One of the major challenges identified in advancing
mHealth methods and evidence is the establishment of
reliability and validity of measures [2], with few studies
reporting on reliability and validity of daily self-reports.
This study examines the reliability and validity of mobile
self-reports by PLH in a pragmatic and participatory [8]
pilot study of a mHealth self-monitoring platform tailored
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for HIV-related domains, with an ultimate aim of informing future assessment design and analysis methods for
applications in both research and self-management interventions. The study aimed to compare daily self-reporting
by smartphone to less frequent and possibly more sustainable self-monitoring via 2-week retrospective recall
web-surveys. Inter-method reliability (i.e., consistency of
reports) is assessed by examining agreement in terms of
correlations and concordant/discordant pairwise comparisons. Validity (i.e., accuracy of reports) is also examined
through comparisons of concordant/discordant pairs of
reports and visual plots showing trends in over- or underreporting. The paper concludes with recommendations for
design of future mHealth and web-based self-monitoring
tools and analytic considerations, including assessment of
reliability and validity.
Daily assessments (i.e., EMA, diaries) are broadly
considered to be the gold standard when compared to more
traditional retrospective recall assessments because daily
reports are less subject to recall bias and have greater
ecological validity [3–7]. Recall bias and the reliability of
self-reports vary based on the level of detail queried, frequencies of events or states being reported, social desirability, administration format, anchoring techniques, recall
periods, and protocol compliance or completion rates [3–
7]. Compared to retrospective reports, daily assessments
typically have fewer questions but much higher frequency
burden. This burden may decrease participation rates (i.e.,
compliance or completion rates) [3–7], and in turn, impact
reliability, validity, biases, and inferences due to data that
may not be missing at random [9]. Relatively few studies
using daily assessment methods address reliability and
validity. This paper aims to help fill this gap in the evidence-base on mobile health and daily assessment methods
[2].
Although there are large research literatures using daily
assessments for physical and mental health symptoms [10–
12], including among PLH and gay/bisexual men [13, 14],
relatively little has examined reliability or validity. Intermethod reliability correlations for affect measures, for
example, range from r = 0.30 to 0.90 depending on specific measure and statistical methods used [15, 16]. Mobile
phone reporting has also been used recently for real-time
antiretroviral therapy (ART) adherence measurement,
which finds low reliability of self-reports [17–19]. Frequent
and undesirable substance use behaviors (e.g., smoking or
drinking by participants in cessation programs) typically
have higher recall reports compared to daily reports due to
rounding up errors, with discrepancies increasing with
greater frequency or regularity of use [20–22]. A relatively
large literature examines daily-recall comparisons for selfreports of sexual behaviors finding reliability correlations
ranging from r = 0.87 to 0.97 [23–31] but with recalls
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generally lower than daily reports, particularly for risky
behaviors such as unprotected anal intercourse [23, 30, 31].
The results of these studies and the proponents of daily
assessment methods broadly agree that EMA and daily
diaries improve accuracy of self-report, particularly for
common and frequent experiences [3–7].
Formative Research & Preliminary Results
Formative focus groups with PLH (n = 29) recruited from
the primary study site informed the design and anticipated
challenges with using mobile phone and web surveys [32].
Participants suggested that compliance and reliable reporting would be challenging for some PLH in some domains,
particularly sexual behaviors and substance use due to
burden and privacy concerns but mitigated by financial
incentives. PLH also expressed interest and motivation to
self-monitor for self-discovery, self-management, and
sharing information with service providers [32].
Prior reports of the current study’s mixed-methods data
(e.g., brief open-ended interviews at follow ups) demonstrate feasibility, acceptability, and participant perceptions
of the efficacy of mobile self-monitoring for self-awareness
and self-management [33]. About 50 % of participants
reported increased awareness and about 25 % reported
behavioral changes or therapeutic benefits, across domains,
in response to mobile self-monitoring, with rates tending to
be lower for less frequent behaviors [33].

Methods
This study aimed to examine daily self-monitoring by
mobile phone application guided by a participatory sensing
perspective used in mobile phone sensing projects [8], in
which an application for a topic is developed, participation
is invited from a community, and observations are made on
how people use the tools given varying ability and motivations. The utility of the data and user experiences are
assessed for both researchers and participants. Similar to
pragmatic designs in implementation research [34], participatory sensing’s emphasis on naturalistic use prioritizes
external validity and generalizability of the tool use across
diverse user preferences, participation options, and motivations for participation. In the current study, participatory
sensing guided decisions around incentives for phone surveys, event-based and time-based reporting instructions,
and low burden non-response options.
Recruitment, Eligibility, Screening, & Randomization
Fliers were posted at two AIDS service organizations in
Los Angeles. Per UCLA institutional review board
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requirements, the study flier listed eligibility criteria, study
purpose, and contact phone number. Interested agency
clients called the study phone number, were screened for
eligibility, and if eligible, were invited to an in-person
appointment at the site to complete informed consent,
baseline interview, and review study instructions.
Eligibility criteria for the study included self-reported:
HIV ? status; current alcohol, tobacco, or other drug
(ATOD) use and sexual activity (at least once/week); daily
mobile phone and internet usage; written and verbal English fluency; daily medication use; current client at
recruitment site; 18 years of age or older; and having stable
housing and source of income. The latter two criteria were
informed by the focus groups, which suggested that people
without stable housing and income would have high
incentives to sell the mobile phones provided by the study.
However, the thresholds for stable income and housing
were low, and included public assistance, disability payments, public housing and staying with friends or relatives.
Over a nine-month recruitment period the study coordinator received 126 calls, screened 118 individuals, and
found 53 were eligible, of which 50 participants were
consented and enrolled. Eligible participants were randomized into one of three groups; two mobile phone
groups (n = 34) and a web-survey only comparison group
(n = 16). Randomization lists were balanced across selfreported ethnic (African-American, Latino, Caucasian/
Other, Asian/Other) and gender categories (i.e., block
randomized). The comparison group (not examined in this
analysis) was for a preliminary aim to examine behavioral
changes in response to smartphone self-monitoring, which
did not show effects in preliminary statistical analyses. The
two mobile phone groups also had minor variation in
consent forms, with two paragraphs framing the study as
either focused on developing a new research tool (n = 14)
or as a behavior change tool (n = 20) to preliminarily
examine potential impact on participation. Preliminary
analyses of both quantitative and qualitative data indicated
that there was insufficient emphasis after consent for participants to recall the framing or to observe differences in
statistical trends, although the study was not powered statistically to detect significant changes.

Procedures
At the first in-person meeting, all participants completed a
baseline retrospective computer-assisted self-interview
(CASI) on Survey Monkey. The research assistant (RA)
provided brief instructions and was present to answer
questions. Participants signed equipment sign-out forms
and received study assigned mobile phones (a first generation Android G1 smartphone, $50 street value). The RA
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trained participants in phone use (including security lock)
and the mobile application (Ohmage, www.ohmage.org),
which included review of phone surveys and written
instructions with screen-shots. The RA also assisted participants in customizing time-based smartphone survey
prompts (alarms).
Study activities consisted of 6 weeks of daily smartphone self-monitoring divided into three two-week periods.
All participants were scheduled to complete the following:
Web surveys at baseline, and end of Weeks 2, 4, and
6. Email reminders contained personalized survey
links. The RA called participants when surveys were
not completed within 3 days of the due date. Per IRB
requirements, any question could be skipped (i.e.,
refused) and most also provided ‘‘don’t know’’
response options.
Mobile phone surveys once daily on ATOD use,
sexual behaviors, and medication adherence, and four
times-per-day on physical and mental health-related
quality-of-life (HRQOL). Participants were instructed
to complete phone surveys when prompted by the
application alarm (time-based reporting) and whenever relevant experiences occurred (event-based
reporting).
Qualitative user-experience interviews (not used in
the current analysis) by phone at end of Weeks 2 and
4, and in-person at the final 6 week meeting [33].
Participants were compensated up to $170: $25 for inperson meetings at baseline and 6 weeks; $10 for each
follow-up web survey; $10 for each phone interview; and
$5 for completing 25 % of phone surveys, $15 for 50 %,
$20 for 75 %, and $30 for 100 %. Incentives were provided
for seven phone assessments per day, with the recommended schedule being four HRQOL surveys throughout
the day and once daily substance use, sexual behavior, and
medication adherence surveys (typically end of day).
2-week Recall Web-Surveys
Demographics assessed at baseline included age, gender,
sexual orientation, race/ethnicity, education, and number of
hours per week working or volunteering.
Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQOL). The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention’s brief HRQOL measure was used to assess physical and mental health symptoms, which has good to excellent retest reliability at 0.75
or higher [10]. The current analyses examines the Healthy
Days Symptoms Module, which consists of 5 questions
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.72 based on baseline data) on
number of days experienced: 1) depression (‘‘sad, blue,
depressed’’), 2) anxiety (‘‘worry, tense, or anxious’’), 3)
physical symptoms of energy level (‘‘very healthy and full
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of energy’’), 4) fatigue (‘‘not get enough rest or sleep’’),
and 5) activity limitations (‘‘usual activities were hard to
do’’) due to pain or poor physical or mental health. Questions were modified to assess the past two weeks.
Antiretroviral medication adherence was assessed using
the AIDS Clinical Trial Group (ACTG) adherence questionnaire [35], which was modified to also assess the prior
two-weeks. We examined 3-day and 14-day recall
responses for ART adherence.
Substance use was assessed using measures used in prior
studies with PLH [36]. Questions assessed numbers of days
of use over the prior 2 weeks for alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, cocaine, crack, methamphetamine/stimulants, hallucinogens, and heroine/opiates.
Sexual Behaviors and HIV risk were assessed using a
slightly modified version of the NIMH Multisite Prevention
Trial Protocol assessment [37], adapted to assess the prior
two-weeks. Questions used in this analysis assess total
number of sex partners and partner-level reports for up to
five recent sex partners on numbers of sex acts, unprotected
sex acts, and unprotected sex acts with HIV- or unknown
status partners.
Mobile Phone Surveys
Mobile phone surveys were adapted from web-survey
questions to assess behaviors and states on a daily basis.
The surveys were organized in the app into the four categories outlined below. Questions could be skipped by
pressing a ‘‘skip’’ or ‘‘next’’ button on each page of the
application.
Physical & Mental Health Symptoms (HRQOL; 5 items;
prompted 4x/day). Five HRQOL items were adapted from
the web-based surveys for EMA based on expected variability throughout a day. Each item was rated on a 0–3
scale (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.73, based on the first observation for each person). Two classification thresholds were
examined for comparisons with recall days’ reports: 1)
‘Not at all’ versus ‘A little’, ‘Somewhat’, or ‘Extremely’;
and 2) ‘Not at all’ or ‘A little’ versus ‘Somewhat’ or
‘Extremely,’ with the latter showing higher agreement with
recalls and so used in this analysis.
Medication adherence (8 items; prompted 1x/day).
Questions included whether a medication was missed or
taken. Only reports on ART are used in this analysis due to
variability in other medication use reports. Detailed questions for other analysis aims beyond the scope of this paper
included if took medication on time, and reason for late or
missed doses.
Alcohol, Tobacco, other Drugs (ATOD; 12 items with
branching options; prompted 1x/day). A check all that
apply stem question queried whether alcohol, tobacco,
marijuana, cocaine, methamphetamine, or ‘‘other’’
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substances were used ‘‘since last report’’ (i.e., prior day
ideally). This time framing was used to anticipate missed
daily reports and event-based reporting trends.
Sexual Encounters (17 items with branching options;
prompted 1x/day). Sexual encounter information assessed
since last report included: partner type (e.g., one-time or
regular), gender, HIV and sexually transmitted infection
status, and nickname for repeat reports; time since
encounter ended; anal, vaginal or oral intercourse; active or
receptive partner; condom use; safe sex discussions; and
ATOD use during the encounter. The final item instructed
participants to repeat the survey for each sexual encounter.
For comparison with the web survey, we created indicator
variables as a proxy for sexual behaviors on a day (1) or not
(0).
Data Analysis
Correlation analyses focus on comparisons of daily mobile
and two-week (14-day) web-survey recall reports, with up
to three recall periods per participant. Agreement correlations are calculated using methods similar to Carney et al.
[38] and Shrier et al. [26]. Strengths of association are
estimated by Spearman correlation coefficients (r), which is
a nonparametric version of the Pearson correlation coefficient and appropriate for measures in this data with skewed
distributions. To account for high potential correlations due
to zero estimates (e.g., non-smokers consistently reporting
zero smoking days), correlation coefficients are also calculated and presented that exclude non-users of specific
substances and those sexually abstinent during a recall
period.
Concordance and Discordance. Correlations indicate
inter-method reliability (i.e., consistency between daily and
recall reports), but consistent over- or under-reporting can
still exhibit high correlations. Validity, to complement
reliability, refers to the precision or accuracy of the measurement and is indicated by daily and recall comparisons
that do not show consistent over or under reporting. In this
study we assess agreement in terms of one-to-one correspondence between recall and diary reports by examining
differences in daily and recall report means, concordant
and discordant pairs, and visual plots showing the combination of correlations, means, and concordance.
Observations nested within subjects. Since the unit of
analysis is 14-day recall periods over six weeks, with up to
three periods nested within individuals, random-effect
models are used to calculate p values for mean differences
that account for possible intra-cluster correlation between
recall periods j nested within participant i. The model is
expressed as: gij = b0 ? b1 x Dailyij ? ki, where gij is
either a logistic link function for proportions or a logarithmic link function for counts, b0 and b1 fixed effects, ki
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is a participant-level random effect, and Dailyij is an
indicator variable for whether the number of events is
based on daily reports (Dailyij = 1) or recall report
(Dailyij = 0). A significant mean difference is indicated by
a significant b1 effect. Logistic regression with randomeffects is fit to proportions, except for tobacco use due to
convergence problems. Because counts contain a high
fraction of zeros, negative binomial random-effect regression is used to account for over-dispersion where variances
of counts are much larger than mean counts. Poisson random-effect regression is fit when convergence problems are
encountered. Models without random-effects likely
underestimate standard errors, so significant results are
interpreted with caution for those models.
Analyses are carried out in SAS software version 9.3.
[39]. Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients are
calculated in the PROC CORR procedure, random-effect
logistic models are fit in the NLMIXED procedure, logistic
models without random effects are fit in the LOGISTIC
procedure, and both random-effect negative binomial and
Poisson models are fit in the GLIMMIX procedure. Plots
are produced using R [40].
Missing Data
Analyses examine both proportions of days and absolute
counts of days reporting events over 14-day recall periods.
Sexual behaviors analyses only examine counts because the
recall and daily surveys are event-level measures. Analysis
of counts of days reported assumes event-based reporting
with a general, but uncertain, assumption that missing data is
at random and ignorable. Analyzing comparisons of proportions of days reported assumes time-based reporting with
missing data assumed to be ignorable (i.e., at random) by
adjusting for differing numbers of days in the denominators;
results are the same as if mean imputation methods were used
for missing day reports. Notably, if daily reporting compliance is low then the ignorable missing data assumption is less
reliable. For example, a participant may recall 7 days of
alcohol use (50 %) and similarly report alcohol consumption
on 5 of 10 days of diary reports (50 %) but 36 % if the
denominator is all 14 days in the period. If only one day of
diary reporting is completed, for example, the proportion can
only take on values of either 0 or 100 %. Therefore, to provide further adjustment for an ignorable missing data
assumption, analyses exclude 14-day periods with less than
7 days of daily reports.
Non-ignorable missing data patterns are difficult to
adjust for, but two steps are taken to detect their presence.
First, daily and recall survey comparisons based on both
proportions and counts are examined to reflect both eventbased and time-based reporting assumptions, respectively.
For example, if surveys are only completed on use days
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(i.e., event-based reporting only), a participant may report
7 days of substance use on both daily and recall surveys.
The proportion difference (time-based assumption) is
100 % mobile days - 50 % recall days = 50 % but the
absolute count difference (event-based assumption) is 77 = 0. Therefore, plots are also presented of correlations
between daily-recall count discrepancies and the number of
days missing daily reports using the full data set (i.e., not
excluding low daily survey compliance periods). A negative relationship between the daily-recall difference and
missing days is indicative of daily under-reporting when
use is occurring. A large number of missing days may
correspond to a heavy substance user who under-reports
daily but has higher recall reports. A positive relationship
between daily-recall differences and missing days also
suggest a missing data mechanism but it is more difficult to
posit a particular cause for such a pattern.

Results
Participants’ (n = 34) ages averaged in the mid-forties
(range = 23–64 years old) and most reported taking ART
(79 %). Participants were African American (44 %), White
(29 %), Latino (12 %), mixed-ethnicity (12 %), and
Native-American (3 %). Most were male (77 %); gay
(64 %) or bisexual (18 %); reported graduating high school
or obtaining a GED certificate (61 %) or a college degree
(21 %). Half (50 %) were currently employed and the
remainder had income from disability or similar programs.
Recall and Daily Survey Completion Rates
About 70 % (24/34) completed all three follow-up websurveys, 15 % (5/34) completed only two follow-up surveys, 3 % (1/34) completed only one follow-up survey, and
12 % (4/34) did not complete any and were excluded from
analyses. Missing data within surveys from skipped and
‘‘don’t know’’ responses was also relatively high compared
to the team’s experience with in-person assessments in
prior studies [37], likely due to ease of non-response on
web-surveys. Daily phone survey participation rates were
50 % (17/34) reporting for 6 weeks, 24 % (8/34) for
4 weeks, 15 % (5/34) for 2 weeks, and 12 % (4/34) for less
than 1 week. The median number of days reported within
each 14-day recall period was 10 days for HRQOL, 7 days
for medication use, 7–8 days for ATOD use, and 8 days for
sexual behaviors. Excluding 14-day periods with less than
7 days of daily reporting resulted in data set for analyses
consisting of n = 61 recall periods (range n = 34–53 due
to missing data) across N = 26 participants (see Tables 1
and 2).
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Table 1 Summary of
agreement between (N) pairs of
daily (D) and recall (R) reports
for analyses of absolute counts
of days reported over 14-day
recall periods
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Measure
N

Mean
count

t testa

Concordant
pairsb

Discordant
pairs

Correlationc

D

tdf

0

Non-0

D[R

D\R

0

R

Non0

Health-related QoL
Fatigue (lack rest)

43

5.5

4.6

1.8862

3

4

22

14

0.51

Healthy (energy)
Depression

39
48

7.2
3.5

5.7
5.2

2.49*55
-4.05**
73

3
5

1
4

24
12

11
27

0.57
0.59

Anxiety

48

5.1

5.8

-1.5770

4

6

16

22

0.59

3

4

29

8

0.26

Usual Acts Hard (due poor
health)

44

5.3

2.5

6.29**
63

Usual Acts Hard (due to
pain)

53

5.0

3.4

3.92**
81

5

2

31

15

0.23

14 days

34

1.3

2.2

-1.30d49

18

2

6

8

0.69

0.40

3 days
ATOD Use

36

0.3

0.4

-0.99d56

28

2

2

4

0.73

-0.03

Alcohol

48

2.8

3.2

-0.31d72

13

5

16

14

0.65

0.43

Tobacco

44

4.8

6.0

-2.39*,d
63

22

2

3

17

0.92

0.48

Marijuana

46

2.8

3.4

-1.6068

24

0

9

13

0.84

0.28

Cocaine

47

0.7

0.9

-1.3769

34

2

5

6

0.73

0.40

Meth

47

0.6

0.8

-0.8569

35

1

5

6

0.80

0.42

Partners

41

0.4

1.3

-3.76**,d
61

17

6

2

16

0.59

0.40

Acts

45

2.4

2.9

-1.4967

19

2

5

19

0.61

0.36

Unprotected acts

47

1.8

1.3

2.15*70

27

1

7

12

0.54

0.18

Unprotected acts w/HIV-/
unknown

46

1.0

0.8

0.8768

33

0

4

9

0.15

-0.44

ART Non-Adherence

* p \ 0.05; ** p \ 0.01
a

t test statistics (degrees of
freedom; tdf) for comparison
between D and R mean counts
b

Concordant pairs for zero
reports (0) and non-zero (Non0) reports (i.e., exact match)
c

Spearman correlation
coefficients between D and R
reports with zero reports
included (0) and excluded (Non0)
d

Negative-binomial model;
Poisson model fit to other
measures

Sexual behavior

Demographic characteristics were compared between
participants in the analysis sample (n = 26) and those
excluded (n = 8). Excluded participants were more likely
to be younger (mean = 38.9 vs. 47.3; t = -2.23, df = 32,
p = 0.03) and showed a trend towards being African
American (75 vs. 35 %; Fisher’s Exact test, p = 0.10).

accurate). As shown in the tables and plots, reliability
correlations are lower when excluding zero-reports (i.e.,
abstainers).

Agreement Between EMA and Recall 14-day Periods

HRQOL daily reports were higher compared to recall for
activity limitation, fatigue, and energy, as reflected in
comparisons of means and discordant pairs (see Tables 1
and 2). By contrast, anxiety symptoms had balanced
reports, and depressive symptoms had lower reports for
daily compared to recall. Figure 1 shows plots for
depressive symptoms to illustrate (i.e., points below diagonal). Consistency of results across mean count and proportion analyses (Table 1 compared to Table 2) is a result
of high daily HRQOL survey participation rates. Correlations are modest (r = 0.51–0.61) except for activity limitations (r = 0.23–0.31), with the latter likely due to low
daily reporting (averaging 3 days) and reflecting lack of
reporting non-events.

Tables 1 and 2 show daily-recall inter-method comparison
results for counts of days and proportions (percentages) of
days, respectively, including concordant and discordant
pairs, and Spearman correlation coefficients. Results are
visualized for selected representative variables in Fig. 1
(with jitter added to differentiate overlapping points).
Perfect agreement is indicated by points that fall on a
45-degree line, with points clustered at the low end of the
diagonal indicating zero reports (i.e., abstinence) during a
period. Plots with points that are clustered consistently
below or above a diagonal indicate under- or over-reporting trends, respectively (i.e., reliable but less valid or

HRQOL
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Table 2 Summary of
agreement between (N) pairs of
daily (D) and recall (R) reports
for analyses of proportion of
days reported over 14-day recall
periods

Measure

Mean
Percent

t testa

Concordant
pairsb

Discordant pairs

Correlationc

N

D

R

tdf

0

Non-0

D[R

D\R

0

43

49.5

33.2

6.38**
22

3

3

26

11

0.51

Non-0

Health-related QoL
Fatigue (lack rest)

* p \ 0.05; ** p \ 0.01
a

t test statistics (degrees of
freedom; tdf) for comparison
between D and R mean
proportions

Healthy (energy)

39

63.6

41.0

8.05**
21

3

0

30

6

0.61

Depression

48

31.6

37.3

-2.32*21

5

1

16

26

0.60

Anxiety

48

45.8

42.2

1.4224

4

3

22

19

0.60

Usual Acts Hard
(due poor health)

44

47.6

18.3

10.62**
23

3

0

34

7

0.29

Usual Acts Hard
(due to pain)

53

45.8

24.7

8.81**
23

5

0

35

13

0.31

14 days

34

13.6

15.7

-0.8517

18

0

8

8

0.70

0.43

3 days

36

10.2

10.4

-0.1614

28

0

5

3

0.73

0.06

Alcohol

48

27.9

22.9

2.44*22

13

0

22

13

0.65

0.44

Tobacco

44

43.8

42.7

1.37d1

22

13

5

4

0.94

0.53

Marijuana
Cocaine

46
47

26.6
6.6

24.2
6.8

1.6422
-0.1923

24
34

1
1

10
7

11
5

0.82
0.75

0.14
0.45

Meth

47

6.0

5.7

0.1823

35

0

7

5

0.79

0.24

ART Non-Adherence

b

Concordant pairs for zero
reports (0) and non-zero (Non0) reports (i.e., exact match)
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Fig. 1 Plots of exemplar domains showing daily and recall pairwise comparisons for counts and proportions of days reported, and corresponding
Spearman’s rho correlations shown for 14-day periods including zero reports (r1) and excluding zero reports (r2)

Antiretroviral Medication Adherence
Mean count and proportions of days missing at least one
HIV medication were similar for recall compared to daily
report, and for 14- or 3-day recall periods (Tables 1 and
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2). Correlations were relatively high when including
100 % adherent participants (i.e., zero missed dose
reports) at about r = 0.70. Discordant pairs comparisons
show fairly balanced over- and under-reporting (also see
Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Plots of exemplar domains showing correlations of the
differences between daily and recall reports by the number of days
without daily reports. Solid dots represent zero-reports for both daily

and recall reports (e.g. abstinent). Pearson correlation coefficients
shown for 14-day periods including zero reports (r1) and excluding
zero reports (r2)

ATOD Use

Sexual Behaviors

Tables 1 and 2 show relatively high correlations when
including zero reports (r = 0.65–0.94) and modest correlations for users only (r = 0.14–0.53). Daily-recall comparisons show consistency for almost all domains,
indicated by similar mean counts or proportions (differences not statistically significant) and by fairly balanced
numbers of discordant pairs with higher and lower daily
versus recall reports. Two exceptions are noted, alcohol
and tobacco, also shown in Fig. 1. Mean count comparisons for tobacco (shown in Table 1) are higher for recall
than daily reports, reflecting previously cited rounding up
errors and inconsistent daily reporting. Mean percent
comparisons (Table 2) demonstrate consistent reporting of
tobacco use, which tends to be either daily or not. Alcohol
shows the opposite trend, with significant differences in
mean percent of days and discordant pair comparisons both
showing higher reports for daily compared to recall
responses (Table 2). This trend can be explained by the
more episodic nature of alcohol consumption in which
event-based reporting (assumed in mean count comparisons) is likely.

Correlations between daily and recall reports of sexual
behaviors show modest correlations when including
abstainers (r = 0.54–0.61) for all variables except unprotected sex with HIV-negative or unknown status partners
(r = -0.44 for sexually active, but result is driven by low
reports and a few outlier points). Discordant pair comparisons show consistent under-reporting in daily reports
compared to recall. There were also significantly fewer
partners reported daily versus recall (mean of .4 vs. 1.3
partners; t = -3.76, df = 61, p \ 0.01) and in contrast to
significantly greater number of unprotected sex acts
reported daily (mean of 1.8 in daily vs. 1.3 in recall;
t = 2.15, df = 70, p = 0.03). Figure 1 illustrates the
consistent under reporting for sexual partners as an
example.
Reporting Biases and Missing Data
Correlations were also examined for differences between
daily reports and recall counts versus the number of
missing days of daily reports. Figure 2 shows plots of
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1. Examine multiple indicators of agreement or concordance for reliability and validity.
2. Analyze data under complementary reporting patterns (event- and time-based) and missing data assumptions.
3. Event-based reporting should be anticipated in future research and application design.
4. Short-term recalls at bi-weekly or weekly intervals may be good-enough and more sustainable over time, for easy to recall events and
behaviors.
5. Predictive validity for change detection may be more important than absolute accuracy and consistency of self-monitoring.
Fig. 3 Key Recommendations for mHealth Self-monitoring Assessment for PLH

results for the five sample domains in Fig. 1. Negative
correlations for alcohol and tobacco and the trend of points
below the 0 axis show increasing daily-recall discrepancies
as number of missing daily reports increase, which suggests that participants tended to report on use days (i.e.,
event-based reporting). A similar trend in negative correlations is evident for depressive symptoms and medication
adherence. Positive correlations, evident in the sexual
partners example in Fig. 2, are more difficult to interpret
because there are a number of missing-data scenarios that
can explain the trend. In this case, the most likely explanation is non-response in daily survey prompts to repeat the
survey for each sexual encounter.

Limitations
There are several limitations in this data that have implications for interpreting results and future work. First, the
sample is a convenience sample recruited from an AIDS
service organization, and with relatively precise eligibility
criteria. Although the sample is diverse in ethnicity, education, socio-economic status, and gender and sexual
identity, it may not be representative of all PLH. In addition, much larger samples are needed to untangle multiple
potential biases such as recall errors, social desirability,
under- or over-reporting, or missing reports. Our analyses,
and previous research, use typical statistical comparisons
where the null hypothesis is that there is no difference and
proof is to show a difference between measurement
methods. Therefore, a lack of significance leaves possibility that daily diary and recall are similar or that sample
size is too small to make a determination. Future research
needs to reverse hypotheses to prove diary and recall
techniques are not different, as is done for equivalency
trials in pharmaceutical studies of name-brand and generic
drugs.
There are also some limitations related to reporting
differences between web and smartphone survey questions.
Web surveys referred to ‘‘Uppers/stimulants like speed,
crystal, ice’’ as a drug category, and mobile surveys
referred to ‘‘Methamphetamine (Crystal).’’ Both categories
are treated equivalently, which is appropriate in context of
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Los Angeles with this population. Web surveys also gave
separate categories for ‘cocaine’ and ‘crack’ use, while
mobile surveys had a single category for ‘crack-cocaine’
use and so we are only able to examine crack use in these
analyses. Recall surveys for sexual behaviors were partnercentered (i.e., start with partner, then act, then characteristics of act) while mobile surveys were encounter-centered
(i.e., act, then partner, then characteristics of act with
partner). The mobile survey required participants to reopen the sexual behavior survey for each partner, which
likely compounded the anticipated reticence to report
detailed sexual behaviors and participant specific information. In addition, recall reports were based on the five
most recent sex partners and so were possibly capped for
some participants (5 participants reported more than 5
recent partners at baseline). Finally, the timeframe for
phone surveys of substance use and sexual behaviors
queried ‘‘since last report’’ to anticipate non-daily reporting, but this may have resulted in some underestimation of
days of use.

Discussion
This study demonstrates reliability and validity of daily
mobile phone self-monitoring for key domains for PLH
under relatively naturalistic participation in a non-treatment setting. Most prior studies of reliability and validity
of daily reporting methods examine only one or two
measures of inter-method agreement, typically correlations. This study presents a complementary set of methodological tools that begin to address the gap in evidence
for reliability and validity methods for mobile health
applications [2]. The study also suggests a number of
recommendations for future analytic methods, assessment
frequency and duration, and survey and application design
(see Fig. 3).
Multiple indicators of reliability and validity should
inform future development, pilot testing, and validation of
mobile health measures. In this study, multiple inter-method
agreement statistics, analytic approaches, and visual plots
demonstrate complementary inferences on potential biases
in daily self-monitoring in comparison to recall. Reliability
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correlations were modest to good for all domains and consistent with or higher than results from the limited prior
research, except for activity limitations and unprotected
sexual intercourse. Assessment of validity by comparisons of
means and discordant pairs demonstrate reporting bias trends
not evident in reliability correlations, which do not indicate
direction of potential reporting biases.
Like prior studies, this study demonstrated some
potential for recall to over-report frequent habitual
behaviors like tobacco use [20], and under-report episodic
and socially undesirable behaviors such as unprotected sex
[25] and alcohol use [21] (particularly with ART). The
more subjective HRQOL domains reported daily with likert-scale responses had modest to low correlations and high
numbers of discordant pairs and means differences, which
are likely affected by high variance in reports of states and
threshold effects for classifications of days experienced
based on daily reports [6, 12, 16].
In this and many prior EMA studies, participants were
instructed to complete both time- and event-based EMA.
Unlike most prior studies, this analysis explicitly addressed
the high potential for some degree of inconsistent daily
reporting. Consistent patterns of event-based reporting are
indicated when high reliability and concordance rates are
exhibited even when daily reporting compliance rates are
low (e.g., ATOD use and adherence reported on 50 % of
days). Even when only time-prompted instructions are
given, participants may be more likely to respond when
events occur. Event-based reporting should be anticipated
in future application design. The results of this study also
suggest that event-based reporting is a reasonable approach
for reporting rare and/or highly salient events and can
minimize assessment burden.
Alternatively, short-term recalls at bi-weekly or weekly
intervals may be good-enough and more sustainable over
time for easy to recall events and behaviors. The results of
this study demonstrate how participants naturally select
reporting frequencies matched to the variability and frequency of self-monitored domains. Future designs should
consider these factors in assessment design and not be
bound by daily reporting norms for every domain of
interest. This is particularly important for applied selfmanagement intervention aims in clinical settings where
sustaining self-management activities over several months
between clinic visits may be desirable. The authors are
currently testing use of ongoing and brief weekly assessments by text-message or interactive voice response in
studies with PLH.
The phone surveys for sexual behaviors and ATOD use
in this study were also designed with non-daily reporting
and short-term recall in mind by querying behaviors since
last report. More sophisticated approaches, such as timestamped backfilling of detailed time-based surveys, can
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result in more complete data but does not reduce survey
burden and could accumulate into a barrier to re-engaging
with the self-monitoring activities after a hiatus. Again,
daily reporting may not be necessary or feasible for all
domains over extended periods.
Finally, predictive validity for change detection may be
more important than absolute accuracy and consistency of
intensive self-monitoring for self-management applications. While accuracy and consistency (i.e., inter-method
reliability and validity) of mHealth assessments are
important to assess and understand [2], predictive validity
(i.e., ability to detect events or pattern changes) may be
paramount for intervention applications.

Conclusion
Mobile phones are offering unprecedented opportunities to
massively scale tools based on continuous self-monitoring,
which can be applied for research and interventions. The
results of this analysis contribute to an emerging evidencebase on reliability, validity, and potential biases of in-themoment assessments enabled by mobile phones. More
work is needed to realize the full potential of such mobile
health tools.
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